
METHODS
Mechanisms to protect the brain during hypothermia:

• reduction of free radical processes
• reducing cerebral edema and intracranial pressure
• decreasing the inflammatory response
• reduced metabolism of neurons suppress neurotransmission of glutamate exitotoxicity
and restriction

The purpose of therapeutic hypothermia is to reduce the cerebral consumption of oxygen 
(CMR O2 – the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen) by reducing the body temperature 

Depending on the reduction of the body temperature, there are the following levels of 
hypothermia: 

A) maintaining of the thermal norm during fever; 

B) light hypothermia ( 34–36°C); 

C) medium hypothermia ( 32–34°C); 

D) deep hypothermia ( 30–32°C);

E) very deep hypothermia ( < 30°C).

Level A is used for relieving fever, if antipyretic therapy cannot be used. 

Levels B and C are most commonly used while being on a relatively safe level of 
reduction of body temperature . Oxidative stress and local inflammation begin to appear 
within the first 2–3 h of the onset of pathology reaching a peak in 12–36 h.

CONCLUSIONS

We proposed, designed, partly built and tested a preliminary version of an apparatus
for hypothermic therapy used in medical purposes for directed cooling of specific
tissues using Peltier elements. Peltier cooling elements allow elaboration of a small
mobile device that can be operated in emergency medical service, in this way
reducing the risk of ischemic tissue trauma after heart failure or blockage of arteries
to embolism.

The use of fuzzy logic control enables the construction of flexible algorithms.
Also, fuzzy linguistic variables are well understood by the medical practitioners and
helps getting their collaboration to describe the algorithm; the understanding is
improved by the use of simple expressions describing the membership functions

METHODS
• Hypothermia for medical therapeutic purposes can be implemented using invasive

methods, if the transfer of heat is directed by a catheter inserted into the femoral
vein. It is an efficient method; however, it requires specially designed rooms and
patient care by a specialist. There are non-invasive methods involving water/ice
applications in the required zone. It is a cheap method; however, the blood
temperature in the required area is out of control. For these reasons, a mobile
device with elements that can form controlled cooling zones with Peltier elements
is required. To reduce the intervention time (which is a major factor in brain
attacks), these devices should be mobile to be placed in ambulances.

• With all the advances in contemporary neurology, the problem of the treatment of 
cerebral stroke is still not satisfactory solved. Treatment can be successful for most 
patients only at the initial stages of trauma. A large part of patients is transported 
to clinics too late, when ischemic trauma is already extended. Therefore, the 
priority objectives for this device are to equip the doctors from the emergency 
hospitals with the technology and equipment required to deliver the aid as fast as 
possible.

• Obiective
• Design, built and test a new version of a hypothermic therapy device used for

medical purposes using the Peltier elements.

• To obtain a mobile device, one should use small cooling elements of Peltier type
which also allows the formation of directed independent cooling surfaces to obtain
a non-uniform temperature area.

• Considering the modifications in the new device, to change the rules and input
variables in Fuzzy logic.
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3D model created in Comsol ™ 
software with 4 Peltier elements

Head cooling for 60 seconds
Head cooling for 10 seconds

The location of Peltier elements and cooling system on the human head
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